A high-school diploma is a diploma from a high school (The high school gives a diploma). A sheepskin diploma is a diploma (printed) on sheepskin. With this kind of distinction in mind, do you have any comments concerning the following cartoon?

Used by permission of Chicago Tribune-New York News syndicate.

Rewrite each of the following compounds as a noun + prepositional phrase [1-D]

1. a dinner invitation
   
   an invitation to dinner

2. a dinner guest
   
   a guest for dinner

3. theater tickets
   
   theater tickets

4. a ticket line
   
   a ticket line

5. health articles
   
   health articles

6. a post-office box
   
   a post-office box

7. hearing difficulty
   
   hearing difficulty

8. a fruit cake
   
   a fruit cake

9. birth dates
   
   birth dates

10. a river bank
    
    a river bank
11. a plane trip
12. a doctor bill
13. unemployment insurance
14. a job interview
15. arm and leg pains
16. hotel information
17. the growth rate
18. bank accounts
19. teaching methods
20. the whole world